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How long is this piece of COVID string? It’s a 
question dominating Boardrooms around the 
nation and the world.  When will it stop? When will 
things return to “normal”? What will “normal” look 
like? What shape will we be in “on the other side”?

In economic terms the impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic has been astronomical; $4billion a 
week in Australia alone in lost productivity and 
GDP decline according to the Federal Treasurer, 
Josh Frydenberg. The cost of the Federal 
Government JobKeeper scheme is north of 
$60billion with 500,000 enterprises expected 
to eventually apply - keep in mind the scheme 
requires a minimum 30% decline in year on year 
revenues as an eligibility criterion.  Seasonally 
adjusted employment fell by 594,300 people 
in April alone. How’s that for broad (adverse) 
economic impact?
The NAB recently notified an expected $1.0billion 
decline in revenues year on year and the 
University of NSW has announced a cumulative 
“pipeline effect” of $1.5billion in lost revenue 
over the next 3 years. Flight Centre and Webjet 
revenues have fallen to almost zero. Accor Hotels 
have shut 70 out of 350 hotels in Australia with 
a loss of 7000 casual jobs. Occupancy rates in 
March were 7%. Virgin Airlines has been placed 
in Administration owing $7billion. Qantas has 

sourced $550m from debt markets and expects 
to lose $40m a week until travel demand starts 
to recover. Queensland won’t open its borders 
until at least July and much longer than that if 
you live in Victoria.

Under these extraordinary circumstances, how 
should a Board act? There are many factors 
Directors will and should consider.  Here we will 
look briefly at four - liquidity, well-being, risk and 
strategy. 

Let’s assume the Board believes the enterprise 
can weather the COVID storm (understanding 
insolvency we will keep for another day).

First course of action; shore up liquidity and the 
Balance Sheet and understand how long cash will 
last.  Ask for cash flow forecasts and understand 
cash burn. Get costs under control this applies 
equally to Not for Profits, more so if donors and 
key sources of funding come under pressure to 
continue their support and if cash reserves were 
stretched to start with. We are entering the most 
competitive battle for liquidity we have ever 
seen, and after the Banks have supported their 
best customers, the potential credit squeeze will 
force enterprises on the fringes to the Alternative 
Debt Markets. That’s when things might get 
interesting.
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NAB raised equity of $3.0billion in March from 
institutional investors; CSL at least gave retail 
investors the opportunity to participate in their 
capital raising thus avoiding a dilution (good on 
them!); Flight Centre supported their Balance 
Sheet with $1.5billion from debt markets; to 
April 2020 36 ASX publicly listed companies had 
accessed the equity and debt markets to shore 
up liquidity, with (interestingly) a small number 
indicating acquisition plans as the reason.

Next, continue to make sure staff, customers 
and stakeholders are safe. As Governments relax 
restrictions and enterprises contemplate a return 
to work, the issue of personal and community 
safety remains. The Board should ask to see 
the COVID Return to Work plan as it forms a 
fundamental risk to the enterprise.  Can staff 
return to the workplace easily (child-care capacity 
for employees as an example); what social 
distancing measures need to put in place; what 
level of anti-bacterial cleaning of the workplace 
is required; and how will visitors (clients and the 
public) be welcomed and treated once on site? 
Indeed, for some, does the pre-COVID workforce 
still exist with laid off and stood down workers 
possibly securing other positions?  How long 
should work-from-home arrangements stay in 
place?
It would be a brave (or foolhardy) Board 
indeed that does not already have a Crisis 
Management Plan in place (with an updated 
reference to COVID), and that has not discussed 
Management’s implementation plan in the event 
of a COVID resurgence.

At the heart of these questions is risk. Risk from 
the financial impacts and effect on cash flows 
and liquidity.  Risk that market preferences 
may shift and a market pre-COVID may not be 
recoverable post-COVID.  Risk that a paradigm 
shift has occurred in your specific market-place 
and current products no longer meet market 
requirements.  Risk that technology has changed 
the way your clients do business.  Risk that the 
loss of JobKeeper may mean future (wholesale) 
redundancies if cash flows cannot sustain the 
pre-COVID workforce.  Risk that the nature of 
work may have changed permanently in these 
past few short months.

Qantas, CBD based hotels and the taxi industry 
will be asking whether the business world has 
shifted permanently to Zoom and MS Teams 
at the expense of interstate business travel.  
Doctors and health agencies will be monitoring 
the rise of telehealth and whether seeing the 
doctor online could become a permanent 
situation; as of April, more than 5.4 million 
telehealth consultations had been conducted 
around the country with 40% of consultations 
expected to remain online post-COVID.  
Universities (and students) are asking whether 
online learning has finally had its pedagogical 
promise justified.  Retailers are asking why they 
pay for in-situ store fronts when most purchases 
are now made online.

Note to Boards: review the Risk Management 
Framework.  Do it now.  Ensure these (new and 
emerging) risk factors are reaching the internal 
enterprise risk assessment matrix.  Elevate these 
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risks towards the strategic planning process 
because, in the main, they are opportunities.

Strategic opportunities I hear you say. Absolutely.  
One of the most important roles a Board can 
play (many say “the” most important role) is to 
consider and approve the enterprise strategy. 
And there are strategic questions aplenty 
emanating from this COVID crisis.

Let’s go back to the start…liquidity and the 
Balance Sheet. Depending on the strength of 
your Balance Sheet should an evaluation of 
competitor distressed assets be on the radar?  Can 
growth and economies of scale be generated via 
acquisition?  Alternatively, if your Balance Sheet is 
under pressure, should a merger or trade sale be 
contemplated?  At least, should debt or equity 
raising be considered as a means of strengthening 
the Balance Sheet (if contemplating this now, you 
are probably late to the party!).  

How has the market changed?  Can we still sell 
what we did pre-COVID, in similar quantities, 
same price? Hard to think for example that 
Universities will be able to sell online degrees 
at the same price as the on-campus product 
without student pushback! Does the concept of 
innovation (product development and process 
efficiency) now mean something different?  Does 
our market effectively still exist in its pre-COVID 
form?  If you were sitting on the Board of Flight 
Centre or Webjet (even Qantas), this question 
might occupy your thinking.  It will be especially 
relevant to SME’s in the tourism industry as they 
wait for markets to re-open.

How has COVID helped to redefine the concept 
of work?  Should every employee return to 
the office or workplace, or do we keep work 
from home arrangements in place?  Why are 
we paying for office space when we have 
successfully managed enterprises for the last 
3 months using home-based offices?  Have 
employees become more productive when 
given the flexibility to work from home?  Boards 
of Superannuation Funds, for example, will 
be asking these questions as they assess their 
investments in (specifically) CBD office towers.

Strategy will be predicated on how “the other 
side” looks. Boards will need to assess the financial 
health of the enterprise, and specifically the 
liquidity position between now and then; guessing 
when “the other side” will arrive is still a moot point 
and may be some time away.  But now is the time 
to be taking those steps.  Now is the time to be 
preparing to make those future strategic decisions 
as we face a future of altered market demand, 
workplace reform, higher levels of technology 
interface and economic structural reform.

Inevitably, “the other side” of COVID will 
eventually arrive and a visionary Board, together 
with their enterprise leadership, will be better 
prepared to take advantage of the new normal.
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